Collateral Reading Form

Name: _______________________________ SPO: _______________________________

Date: ____________________________ Course: _______________________________ Collateral #: ____________________________

Check the appropriate box as to the kind of source that was read, and then complete the following information. (For Bible reading use the book section. Put the book name by “Title” and the translations by “Author.”)

☐ Book
Title: __________________________________________
Author: ________________________________________
Chapter: ________________________________________

☐ Periodical
Article Title: ______________________________________
Article Author: ______________________________________
Periodical Title: ______________________________________ Volume #: ________ Year: __________

Statement of Accountability:

Please check and complete the statement that accurately reflects the reading you have completed.

☐ I read all the pages assigned: Start page: ________ End page: ________
☐ I did not read all of the pages, but this is the work I did accomplish: Start page: ________ End page: ________

Total number of pages read: __________

Important Ideas:

Reaction: